
SHX Rack
BJ-EX02, BJ-EX02-I
The most immersive system for a sensory room

The SHX Rack is everything you need for enjoying the SHX System
inside your sensory room and thus, being able to createyour own

thematic environments within the room.

The SHX System opens up a whole new world of possibilities inmulti
sensory environments, since it allows the user to interact with
the room and create any combination of surrounding effects such as:
lighting, images, videos, sounds, vibration, music, effects on the
bubble tube, fiber optics, as well as other enveloping effects that will
make the experience really immersive. You can trigger the different
effects as you like, either individually or by combining a group of
actions at the same time, according to what you want to convey; and
even create your own contents by using your own videos and pictures.
The SHX allows you to display in the room virtually anything you have
in mind.

Besides the server, the software and all the multimedia elements, this
product also includes the Android tablet (also available with
iPad) with which you can activate all the effects of the room, and the
scenes and configurations included by default or added by you.

The choices are endless… A video of a motorbike while we feel the
vibration of its engine; a picture of an animal while we hear its name,
hear its sound and feel its vibration; a projection of an idyllic beach in
a blue-colored environment while we feel the sea-breeze; diving under
the sea, etc.

This equipment includes all the necessary elements for experiencing
all the SHX configurations and possibilities pre-installed as well as for
creating your own contents. It is prepared to support 2
projections as well as 4 vibroacoustic elements in the room, so
you can virtually display anything you have in mind.

There are no limits! 

Install the SHX rack and fill the room up with light and
inspiration!

https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system


        

Includes:

SHX Multimedia server computer
SHX Control Device. A device that integrates the electronic
control of all the items in the room with more than 150
scenes installed. Possibility of creating an unlimited number
of new personalized scenes
BJ SHX Control software and contents installed
Sound system and speakers
Vibroacoustic amplifier with 2x2 outputs included
Short distance projector
Necessary wiring
Pre-wired rack that connects all the elements
Cabinet for the rack and accessories
Possibility of choosing between:

SHX Tablet with case (Android). Reference: BJ-
EX02
iPad with Gripcase (IOS). Reference: BJ-EX02-I
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